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Abstract. Industry 4.0 fosters the development of more autonomous
and intelligent cyber-physical systems that interact with humans in open
environments. While the technical aspects are heavily researched, the
same does not hold for the accompanying ethical issues that are relevant
for the design, development, operation, and maintenance of such systems. In engineering teams and industrialists at large, ethical behavior
aspects of autonomous intelligent cyber-physical systems are often seen
as an add-on and are rarely appropriately considered during system engineering. The aim of this work is firstly to understand the reluctance of
researchers and industrialists and secondly, to justify the need to address
ethical considerations in all lifecycle phases of autonomous intelligent
cyber-physical systems. A case study in train transportation exemplifies
some of the issues discussed, and clearly shows that the development of
autonomous intelligent cyber-physical systems without addressing their
ethical behavior is incomplete.
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1

Introduction

Disruptive approaches that emerge from combining the cyber and physical worlds
are transforming the industry [34, 35]. Among them, Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS) are seen as the key enabler of the visions behind international efforts to
advance industrial systems such as Industrie 4.0 in Germany, “Made in China
2025” in China, “Industrie du Futur” in France or “smart manufacturing” in
the USA [11, 37]. Typically, Industry 4.0 is based on several technologies and
architectures [30] that are amalgamated from areas such as big data, analytics,
autonomous systems, artificial intelligence, simulation, cross-layer integration,
cybersecurity, additive manufacturing, and augmented/virtual reality, etc. just
to name a few.
On one side, these technologies will enable future CPS to be more intelligent
and autonomous. These future CPS will integrate learning abilities to improve
their decisions over time. On the other side, future CPS will interact with humans, and they will evolve in a more open environment (e.g., autonomous cars)

than today. As a consequence, the impact of their behavior on society (and
in a reciprocal way, from society on them as well) must be carefully studied.
Such studies are typically related to sustainability, acceptability or ethics. This
concerns interdisciplinary works at the frontier of several fields: psychology, sociology, physiology, philosophy, law, and science to name the main ones [27].
This work focuses on the ethical aspects pertinent to the behavior of autonomous and intelligent CPS. It is argued that, even if the theoretical background, named "machine ethics" exists, current research in this field remains
scarce, as most of the research efforts focus asymmetrically on the technical aspects of CPS like intelligent sensors and actuators, control loops, safety studies,
communication systems, data processing, etc. Although some works deal with
the interaction between CPS and humans (human-machine cooperation, humanmachine interface, decision support, etc.), there is still need to look specifically
to needs and challenges that ethics bring in the industrial CPS [26].
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we discuss and characterize
the concept of autonomous intelligent CPS. In section 3, the concept of machine
ethics is presented. In section 4, we provide and discuss some arguments explaining why researchers and industrialists are reluctant to address ethical behavior
aspects of industrial CPS. In section 5, a case study in train transportation is
provided as an illustration justifying that machine ethics in CPS must be considered, as otherwise incomplete solutions emerge. Subsequently, in section 6 a
critical discussion is carried out and in section 7 a summary of the conclusions
are presented.

2

Autonomous Intelligent CPS

There are numerous discussions on what Cyber-Physical Systems encompass,
and how these are utilized in different domains including Industrial CPS (ICPS)
[11], Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS) [6], SmartGrid CPS [9, 16],
etc. Overall though we can consider that CPS are systems with embedded software (as part of devices, buildings, means of transport, transport routes, production systems, medical processes, logistics processes, coordination processes
and management processes), which record data using sensors, affect physical
processes using actuators, evaluate saved data, are connected with other in networks, use globally available data and services and have a series of dedicated
human-machine interfaces [1]. A CPS can be viewed as a “System of Systems”
as it may be recursively composed of several other constellations of CPS [7, 10].
Complex systems can be formed, however, also commonly federations of CPS
may exist and operate in a more coordinated fashion, e.g. a fleet of CPS.
Key aspects of CPS are autonomy and intelligence. For this work, autonomy
refers to the degree of freedom a system has regarding potential activities. As
an example, the concepts of intelligent agents [20] and holonic approaches [8]
are well known for being utilized to realize the autonomy of decision and the
autonomy of action. The autonomy of decision refers to the degree of freedom
allocated to the system when deciding. For example, it can be associated with
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a set of constraints on a search space. The reduction of this degree by choosing
one possibility constitutes the act of decision, for example using optimization
tools. As mentioned, autonomy concerns also the action led, for example on
the real world, through actuators or the digital world through the sending of
decisions to apply by others. Assuming at least a certain level of decisional
autonomy opens the possibility for a CPS to learn and adapt its decision with
time and with its experience and history. Smart agents [19] have widely been used
to realize intelligent solutions in different domains, e.g. energy, manufacturing,
etc. However, lately, the new re-focus on Artificial Intelligence and its tangible
applications is now increasingly integrated into CPS [5] and enables them to
learn.
Although certain aspects of a CPS autonomy can be set during the design
phase, at the operational stage, these are further refined, especially when considering the interactions of the CPS with other CPS or systems, services, and humans. CPS contain autonomous and cooperative elements and subsystems that
interact with each other in different situation-dependent ways [21] and as such
patterns and behaviors emerge in larger systems. As a consequence, through the
autonomy, CPS inherently support key state of the art technologies that enable
them to face demanding dynamic challenges, in terms of flexibility, robustness,
adaptation, and reconfigurability, etc. These CPS exhibit self-* properties e.g.
are self-adaptive, self-reconfigurable, self-healing, self-organizing [19]. Both CPS
behaviors, as well as those emerging from their interactions, are nowadays a result of the application of modern AI approaches and not the result of prescribed
rules or hard-coded reactions. Due to the development of autonomous features
in modern CPS, that are capable of learning and operating in highly-dynamic
situations, we start witnessing more tangible applications of the in real-world
that are not confined in controlled environments only e.g. in factory shop-floor,
but that can operate in non-deterministic environments e.g. self-driving cars.
A typical example where autonomous intelligent CPS can be seen in action, is
that of robots. Robots have been initially developed to ease the repetitive work
of humans at the lower costs possible. With time, their design enabled them
to realize increasingly complex tasks, in initially highly-controlled environments
but nowadays in more flexible ones. Visions position robots to replace the human
even in more demanding and common tasks. The interaction with the humans
moves to the next level, where the human becomes a supervisor or a collaborator of the robot, and both work jointly towards tasks or goals that can now be
realized better and more efficiently. This holds also true for autonomous intelligent CPS; they are intended to improve effectiveness-related indicator, such as
completion times and safety levels (assuming that human errors will disappear),
while at the same time improve efficiency-related indicators, expressed in terms
of cost, energy or environmental impact. Such collaborative efforts also consider
other factors that enable a better experience for humans at work, including taking advantage of both e.g. creativity from humans and manual/repetitive work
from robots (at the moment).
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However, such visions and expectations bear also risks that are not well understood or addressed today. These risks stem from the conjunction of the autonomy of decision and action of autonomous intelligent CPS evolving in an open,
uncontrolled environment, as well as their interaction with humans throughout
their life cycle, and especially during their use. If such CPS e.g. robots are to
operate along with humans, ethical behavior aspects of these autonomous intelligent CPS is an issue that should be addressed.

3

Machine Ethics and Intelligent Autonomous CPS

Ethics, as a field of philosophy, engages in concepts of right and wrong. For
intelligent autonomous CPS, ethical behaviors become relevant since these are
expected to operate within society. However, how actions of the CPS relate to
cultural expectations, morality and fairness [22] is something that is still in the
early stages. Even for autonomous intelligent CPS which are expected to be
introduced in the short term e.g. self-driving cars, ethics must be discussed,
investigated or integrated [17].
Two main kinds for ethics from a system engineering point of view are directly
relevant i.e. the ethics of the actors involved in the design and production of the
CPS and the ethics of the CPS itself during its use [32]. The latter is seen within
the area of “machine ethics” [2], which is what is also relevant for this work.
There are several ethical frameworks [13, 28] with various levels of differentiation. From these “deontology” is a normative ethical framework and considers
that there are rules that have an absolute quality in them, which means that
they cannot be overridden [17]. As such deontology prescribes that one should
do what his/her duty is.
The “consequentialism” [15], claims that the right action is one that produces a good consequence among the tested and compared with other possible
outcomes. In consequentialist theories the weights given to the outcomes are
important, and the outcomes justify the course of action. As an example of
consequentialist theory, Utilitarianism is a normative ethical framework that
considers as the best action, the one that maximizes a utility function by considering the positive and negative consequences of the choices pertaining to the
decision [17]. Other frameworks, of course, exist e.g. relativism, where a range
of practices that although considered morally acceptable in some societies, are
condemned by others, as well as absolutism which puts forward universally valid
moral rules, norms, beliefs, practices, and any deviation or difference is therefore
wrong or invalid [17].
One could argue that Asimov’s laws of robotics [4] are probably the ones that
are more well-known due to the fiction works of the author. However, in practice,
if we try to apply the original Asimov’s Laws to today’s robots the complexities
of situations and limits of physical systems as well as the interactions make
it challenging [23]. Asimov himself in later works realized similar shortcomings
[3]. A revised version of such laws, however, could still be relevant for building
guiding meta-ethical frameworks [3].
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The fine details of the ethical frameworks, their boundaries, as well as the
differentiation within the framework subcategories themselves [28], are not really known or acknowledged in the larger engineering community, which predominantly focuses on the technology itself, and ethics are somehow implied. As
ethics, however, are somehow integrated with branches of logic, decision making,
engineering, etc., they are increasingly becoming important, as the outcomes of
engineering work are now autonomous intelligent CPS which need to take their
own decisions and whose actions directly affect humans.
Since ethics is a branch of philosophy, their integration with engineering requires inter-disciplinary interest and at least nowadays, still the study of machine
ethics among industrialists and researchers working in control automation, system engineering, and computer sciences is neglected, because of reluctance and
misconceptions. The next section is focused on the reasons why one can face
such misconceptions and reluctance.

4

Ethical Behavior of CPS: Misconceptions and
Reluctance

The engineering community that predominantly develops autonomous and intelligent CPS technologies and products, unfortunately, does not feature a good and
in-depth understanding of the different angles involved in the area of machine
ethics. Here we discuss some empirical views, that have been often expressed
when discussing engineering projects relevant to CPS. We take these viewpoints
as statements and discuss their origin, context and how to address them.
4.1

Viewpoint: “It is someone else’s job to do it”

Some of the actors consider that ethics is not part of engineering processes but
rather something else. They consider it as a philosophical issue that is challenging
but not practically solvable with the tools they know and use. Because philosophical aspects are mostly considered to be relevant to human-related fields,
like psychology, law, and sociology, they simply consider that this is someone
else’s job to investigate once the product is released.
What is different with autonomous intelligent CPS is that an increasing number of them will operate in non-controlled environments, will take real-time decisions based on dynamic situations, and will affect humans directly (e.g. selfdriving cars). Understanding in-depth the decision-making process, specifically
why a decision was taken, is very challenging in AI-driven CPS [18]. Considering
the lack of rule-based systems and the learning empowered by AI, we effectively
deal with black-boxes and can not map exactly how a decision is taken and can
be affected. New knowledge is highly data-dependent and new data stemming
from new experiences (e.g., through the “try and error” mechanism), may alter
the existing behavior and fine-tune towards other directions. As an example, a
CPS that may be exposed to biased data may be inclined towards new biased
behaviors.
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The key question here is how to include ethical frameworks in the engineering
solutions, that do not exactly prescribe behaviors (this is not seen as feasible
nor wished) but still provide operational boundaries within which the CPS can
operate. For this to happen, it is clear that ethics cannot be an afterthought,
but has to be on equal merit along with other engineering considerations e.g.
security and safety, when it comes to design and realize autonomous intelligent
CPS.

4.2

Viewpoint: “Signing a deontological charter is enough”

Behind this viewpoint, one can find the effort to comply with the adoption of the
“Hippocratic oath” in the engineering domain. The idea is that when designers
and constructors sign such kind of charter, then they will do their best to design
an autonomous intelligent CPS that will behave according to the best interest
possible, correctly handle private data, in a secure and anonymous way, etc.
More, these systems will host “safety bags” for example limiting their behavior
into bounded, controlled situations.
However, such considerations merely diverge from the problem rather than
providing a solution to it. Even if CPS designers and manufacturers have paid the
maximum attention to design benign CPS, their operational use in non-tested
environments or certain dynamic situations means that they can not guarantee
their perfect level of reliability. Such situations may arise by chance or as a result of intended misuse e.g. hacking, of a bad maintenance process and plenty
of other reasons, and as a result, the CPS may provoke injuries or behave outside the originally envisioned specs. In other words, even if the designers and
manufacturers of the CPS have the best intentions and have attempted to integrate guidelines for all scenarios that they consider their CPS might be utilized,
there is the chance that dynamic situations may arise, where the CPS will not
behave as expected and this might result in biased, unethical or otherwise even
dangerous behavior for humans.
Independent of how difficult it is to program ethics into CPS [14], this needs
to be realized, and it must adhere to societal and law needs. However, these
can not be simply delegated to standalone efforts and must be the result of a
discussion coupled with socio-technical aspects and regulation efforts.

4.3

Viewpoint: “All you need is a Big Red Button”

The idea to put such a “kill-switch” or “big red button” (BRB) is fostered by
international industrialists and some prominent voices including Stephen Hawking, Elon Musk, Bill Gates, Steve Wozniak and others that have publicly warned
about the risks of AI and autonomous robots [36]. The idea is to keep under control AI systems [24] e.g. an autonomous intelligent CPS through a BRB that,
when pushed, stops them immediately. This idea, although seducing, is effective
under very specific conditions and is largely impractical. Such actions are after
6
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all a reaction measure when misbehavior is evident. The aim is to provide psychological assurance to humans, that even if something goes wrong, there will
be a possibility to stop the CPS and regain control.
It is questionable if pushing the BRB or kill-switch can be done on time.
It also assumes that misbehavior will be detected on-time. But what would
be considered as misbehavior? This is a much larger discussion as even cultural
differences may lead to classify a CPS behavior as offending or not. Furthermore,
even if this is done, what are the effects of such a CPS shutdown? To visualize
this, consider that the BRB is pushed for a speeding car on a motorway, a highspeed train traveling at full speed, a plane in the air, etc. Would the human be
able to take control of it after the BRB is pushed, and if so, would the remaining
time be available for him/her to react to the situation?
BRBs are also a potential misuse item, basically because they shut-down the
defenses of a CPS and its intended operation. Assuming that BRBs or similar
technologies are used to “teach” the CPS of unwanted behavior, other issues
arise. What would the CPS learn from repetitive BRB events? As CPS will not
learn as singletons, but as part of a swarm, such events may have unintended
effects to a large CPS population and emergent side-effects may appear.
Another question is that even if BRBs are programmed, how long would it
take for a CPS to bypass them? Modern AI systems may utilize reinforcementlearning, which aims to always find the optimal operation in its environment.
What if the optimal operation is that of finding shortcuts that simply cut out
the operator or BRB usage? On the other side of the spectrum, what is wished
is a CPS that would self-police, i.e. it would detect its deviating behavior and
take measures to either correct it or shut down (push itself the BRB).
4.4

Viewpoint: “Don’t worry, humans will always be in command”

Some industrialists claim that industry will never sell autonomous intelligent
CPS, that cannot be provably controlled by a human supervisor. This approach
assumes that CPS operate in a specific context and can always be supervised by
the appropriately experienced personnel that will be available and will handle
the situation (in situ or remotely). Therefore, the CPS operation will be under
constant monitoring of the supervisor and in unexpected hazardous situations
s/he will intervene. For such kind of CPS, they see no need to study ethics, as
CPS will merely be tools.
Such arguments, however, are very narrow-scoped as they refer to only a
very limited number of CPS use cases. This is also a usual fallacy, as it assumes
the existence of the “magic human” [31], as shown in Figure 1, who monitors
everything in real-time, has perfect knowledge and can take instantly the best
decisions (including also a perfect recovery procedure when a BRB is pushed, see
the previous section). However such assumptions do not really hold, especially
for humans, but also probably not for other advanced AI that could take such a
role. Humans can not supervise the different dimensions, and large-scale fleets of
the autonomous intelligent CPS envisioned, nor understand their complexity. On
7
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Fig. 1. The fallacy of the “magic human”

the reaction part, humans often overreact or fail to take optimal decisions, which
could be dangerous when acting as a remote supervisor facing an emergency.
4.5

Viewpoint: “Safety rules and norms do not let any room for
ethics”

Autonomous intelligent CPS interacting with humans are considered as critical
systems. Because of legal responsibility and accountability issues, they will thus
always be governed through safety rules that forbid any degree of freedom for
decisions that could lead it in a hazardous state. In CPS, a rule must be thus
set for any possible situation to forbid any risky human or CPS behavior. Thus,
it may be claimed that incorporating ethics in CPS is not needed, as there is
no room for any kind of programmed “common sense” or decisions that the CPS
could take according to its programmed ethics. In that line of thought, some
may find it difficult if not impossible to program “common sense” or ethics in
machines.
Such views, however, are a result of misinformation, limited understanding of
technology and its potential spread of applications. Designers and industrialists
arguing that everything can be set through rules, clearly have not studied new
AI systems and live in the past of "rule-based" approaches that operate in wellmapped environments. Modern systems learn in a non-rule based way, and we
actually can not even yet understand how they learn or take the decisions they
do [18].
If operational rules are somehow integrated into autonomous intelligent CPS,
it is still risky not to identify and accept the available degrees of freedom requiring ethical behaviors to be programmed. It is impossible for every situation
to be reliably identified, as that would require full knowledge of the operational
environment details and exhaustive testing of all use cases, which is not possible
for real-world environments. For example, enabling an autonomous intelligent
CPS to adapt in unclassified (unknown) situations an ethical behavior based on
the consequential paradigm should be reassuring, at least to ensure that it will
8
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do something to limit the consequences of an accident when evolving in a situation where no rule applies. The results, however, may not be what the designer
expects, and what a human would prioritize. A CPS may decide that the best
way to extinguish a fire is to remove oxygen from the room, independent if there
are still people in it or not. Calculating all consequences of an action is impossible [15], not to mention the weights that need to be put on each consequence,
and as such in practice such approaches cannot work. Meanwhile, works must
be done to limit as much as possible the risk where no programmed rules apply
when ethical issues are at stake.

5

Case Study: Train Transportation

To illustrate in practice some aspects of the discussion, a case study, relevant
to train transportation is studied. The specific focus is on a dynamic situation,
which although hardly deterministic due to the multiple variables in real-world
environments, it is probable, and has as the highest goal the well being of humans
in critical situations i.e. the triggering of a fire alarm in a train coach. Fires
in trains are among the events that present the highest level of risk (human
casualties), while at the same time, it is a dynamic phenomenon that is very
challenging to fully control in a systematic way. We compare the case where the
conductor is a human, with the case of the autonomous train, where the last is
seen as an autonomous intelligent CPS transporting people.
5.1

The Case of a Human Conductor

Given the high level of risk, train operators have defined procedures for conductors to be followed. In Figure 2, such a procedure stemming from a guide for
conductors of an international railway operator, shows the different steps. This
procedure is periodically modified to reflect new knowledge from international
standards or past accidents. It becomes evident that several ethics-related viewpoints that have been raised in this work, are reflected: the conductor is assumed
to be the so-called "magic human", who due to his/her expertise is able to handle whatever happens during the critical situation. For safety and legal issues,
the clearly defined steps (rules of the procedure) seem to let no room for the
conductor to decide.
The execution of a plan, however, is not as simple as one may assume, and
that is mainly due to the dynamic situations that may arise, as well as the
conductor’s behavior. Reflecting on past emergency situations, it can be seen
that some of them were correctly handled by the conductor (who even had
to become creative and even come with his own solutions in order to bring
passengers to safety), while for some others, the conductor, even following exactly
the procedure (e.g., triggering an emergency stop), has made things worse (as
s/he ignored additional factors and preferred to stick to the prescribed rules).
As depicted in Figure 2, such an official train operator state-of-the-art procedure contains hidden (un-assumed) consequentialist-based ethical studies (e.g.,
9
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Fig. 2. Train conductor regulatory procedure in case of emergency (fire)

"common sense" based decisions) to be made by train conductors. In lack of truly
intelligent systems, and due to the existence of rule-based logic, this is common
also in other industrial systems e.g. in manufacturing. From our perspective,
until AI-based CPS are sufficiently generalizable and can react correctly to critical situations, utilizing the human as an expert is a viable mid-term option.
Here CPS will be helping the human with very specific tasks and carry out his
decisions.
5.2

The Case of the Autonomous Train

The autonomous train is currently under development by major players in the
train transportation sector and is expected to become operational in the nearterm. Autonomous trains are viewed as autonomous intelligent CPS that interact with humans and infrastructure, while the transportation system overall is
seen as a System of CPS. Autonomous trains are intended to be safer (avoiding
conductor error as a source of accidents) and energy-aware (optimizing energy
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consumption). They also enable the increase of the efficient use of the existing
infrastructures by optimizing the available resources and as a result e.g. more
passengers per day can be accommodated without additional investment on the
infrastructure.
An autonomous train is able to fulfill an assigned complete transportation
mission from one railway station to another in an open environment, without
human guidance. It must thus be able to perceive, analyze, decide and act in an
intelligent and autonomous manner in its operational environment [33]. Current
efforts are made in the design of sensing systems and the control of moving
operations. Decisions to be taken by the autonomous train seem to be simpler
than the ones needed by self-driving cars as e.g. a train evolves on 1D tracks and
decisions are mainly related to "stop" and "go" processes. However, they are
bundled with more risk and a single error may result in hundreds of casualties
due to the large number of passengers they carry at high speeds.
As with any autonomous intelligent CPS interacting with humans, ethical
aspects must be considered for the involved processes. In Figure 3 the procedure
dealing with an emergency i.e. fire in a train is investigated. Deontological behaviors are concerned with rule-based (simple) tasks while consequentialist ones
are advised for more complex ones. This procedure raises several ethical concerns
as the autonomous train must decide on how to handle the situation and even in
the case of unavoidable casualties take decisions of life and death. Approaching
the process with ethical frameworks such as deontological (rule-based decisions)
and consequentialist ("what if?" and simulation-based decisions) aspects, may
provide some insights on diverging behaviors.
While the exact behavior may be very complex, in this scheme, several actions can be engaged simultaneously by the autonomous train, which may be
done sequentially by the human conductor. The task "stop the train . . . " requires that the autonomous train simulates different scenarios where the ethical
decision to be taken is "where to stop?". This decision would be made using
train dynamics models, fire propagation models, and crowd movement models.
Typically, a decision minimizing the risk of casualties should be applied. This
risk minimization hints a potential utilitarian approach, as the "minimal casualties" need to be calculated. Applying blindly procedural decisions is potentially
harmful (e.g., stopping in a tunnel, onto a bridge, close to a motorway, etc.).
While simulation may provide some answers to some of these envisioned potential environmental conditions, the dynamic context may complicate things.
To illustrate this, should the train on fire attempt to bring passengers near to
the next train station where medical help can be provided, if that would imply
endangering additional people in train station e.g. if the train explodes or sets
other nearby trains on fire?
The same principle applies for the task "open doors". If there is no such
simulation, opening all the external doors may create air intakes, accentuating
the fire and on the opposite, deciding to close all the internal fire protection
doors may lead to suffocation of concerned passengers. The human conductor
must have the "common sense" to take care of these aspects, as the autonomous
11
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Fig. 3. Autonomous train procedure in case of emergency (fire): a proposal

train will have to. However, we have to be clear that this also may not be optimal,
as the conductor may wrongly judge the situation and decide sub-optimal or even
wrong actions.
The authors argue that in fact, not only complex tasks but also even "simple"
ones may gain from being carefully analyzed, both at the individual as well as
at the system level, since applying them could sometimes amplify an ethical
issue. For example, opening electrical circuits seems to be such a simple task,
which could be handled using a rule-based behavior. Meanwhile, applying it may
forbid trapped passengers to breathe fresh air. Thus, from our perspective, each
task could gain from being accompanied by a kind of "ethical control system"
analyzing constantly the consequences of possible decisions through different
balanced ethical frameworks or approaches. However, a trade-off has to be there.
The reason is that it is impossible to analyze all decision alternatives, and even
then probabilities for each outcome as well as weights will have to be assigned,
not to mention that other questions such as how far into the future [12] should
consequences be considered e.g. 1h, 1day, 1year?
12
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6

Discussion

Taking decisions is a challenging task, especially if one rationally approaches
it, attempting to take optimal decisions [12] and not be based on the "common sense" which is subjective and rarely correct. All of the decisions have an
additional ethical dimension, which further perplexes the process, especially in
critical situations [17].
Humans learn the difference between right and wrong, as they spent their
early lives being taught about it from their parents, family, and social circle.
However, such a process takes a long time, and although it may be applicable to
machines, it is impractical. Machines need to be produced with the capability of
distinguishing right from wrong from the begin of their operation.
While some discussions about machine ethics have been going on for quite
some time, only recently the advances made in the AI have created results that
can be utilized in the real world with tangible applications. Even with such
developments at our doorstep, there is insufficient understanding of the ethical
aspects involved, not to mention the appropriate education, laws and regulatory
frameworks.
The industry is developing autonomous intelligent CPS, and as such, it is
only natural that they also make proposals of how ethics can be defined and
applied for such emerging products. This is however by no means an easy task
as it requires an interdisciplinary approach and it cannot be standalone efforts.
After experiences with large industries without oversight, have shown in the past
that the results may not always be unbiased e.g. tobacco industry, petroleum
industry, etc. What is needed is a pragmatic approach, that will involve industry,
but also have sufficient representation from other parts of society.
Setting standards on machine ethics that can be followed, is challenging.
Recently IEEE released the second version of its efforts captured in the document
titled "Ethically Aligned Design: A Vision for Prioritizing Human Well-being
with Autonomous and Intelligent Systems" [29] which exactly targets this space,
and aims towards kick-starting such actions and potential standards. However,
moving forward from formulating guidelines towards implementing them in CPS,
in a reliable and trustworthy manner means that significant challenges will need
to be overcome.
Even then the acceptance of such ethically-behaving large-scale systems is
another issue that needs to be addressed. To exemplify this challenge, consider
the example of a CPS such as a self-driving car that employs utilitarian ethics
[17]. In case of an upcoming accident, such a car may decide that killing its driver
is preferable (at society level) than killing five unsuspected pedestrians crossing
the street. But if so, who would actually want to buy such a car, especially if
this is not a mandated requirement for all cars on the street?
From the ethics perspective, there is no clear answer on what approach should
be followed e.g. utilitarian or deontological, etc. as no one-size fits all approach is
expected to be found. Among the existing ethical frameworks that can be applied
to machine ethics, the pluralism framework is seen as a promising candidate.
Pluralism rejects absolutism (that there is only one correct moral truth) and
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relativism (that there is no correct moral truth) as unsatisfactory and proposes
that there is a plurality of moral truths, arguing that indeed there are universal
values (as indicated in absolutism). However, instead of considering that there is
only a single set always applicable, it considers that there are many which can be
interpreted, understood and applied in diverse contexts (as indicated in ethical
relativism) [17]. Therefore, it seems that pluralism covers the requirements that
allow the inclusion of diverse cultural aspects, norms and values to be integrated
while it can also accommodate globally recognized issues, and approaches.

7

Conclusion

Machine ethics are increasingly required as autonomous intelligent CPS are becoming the core of modern infrastructures. However, despite the substantial
societal stakes, it is still scarcely sufficiently studied by engineering teams and
industrialists working on autonomous intelligent CPS solutions. Driven by some
empirical discussions we had with such teams, we have presented some of the
common positions raised, and why such arguments are mostly biased or simply
bypass the problem rather than addressing it. As it becomes apparent from the
discourse in this work, as well as exemplified in the train transportation use-case
presented, machine ethics must be addressed on equal merit along with other
engineering considerations e.g. security and safety, when it comes to design and
realize autonomous intelligent CPS. This also implies that inter-disciplinary research needs to be carried out for researchers to address adequately the new
challenges, before the mass introduction of such solutions.
In this paper, the scope was mainly focused on a specific kind of risks, relevant
to designers’ reluctance and under estimation of the need to address ethical
behaviors of future autonomous intelligent CPS. Meanwhile, other kinds of risk
exist. For example, the risk to over estimate the ability of Humans to keep
emotional and social distance with these future friendly CPS that will behave
ethically and pay attention to human welfare [25]. All these risks must be listed
and studied urgently.
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